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Eytmyology of 神 Shén and ⾨ Mén
神 Shén: dividing the character into its radical and phonetic components,
⽰ Shì (left) depicts a numinous manifestation or a revealing of something. In seal
script, 申 Shēn (right) is an image of two hands which symbolizes the Yáng of heaven
reaching from above to innervate and stretch out the material world. It is
simultaneously an image of applying restraint, which insulates the elongation.
Together, 神 Shén depicts the emergence of the light of consciousness that is

申 Shēn in Seal Script

produced through the alchemical process of 精氣神 Jīngqìshén, the restraining
and stretching of bio-electricity from the lower burner to the upper.
Jīngqìshén is a fundamental concept of classical Chinese esoteric anatomy. The
process begins when prenatal Jīng stored in the 命⾨ Mìngmén is ignited like a spark plug to
travel up the 督脈 Dūmài and transform into Qì (this provides warmth to the 太陽 Tàiyáng
surface of the back and comprises aspects of our immune system, described below). This Qì
continues its ascent along the spine and emerges through the eyes as Shén, the light of
consciousness which is the creative force of the universe becoming aware of itself. This light
also reaches the pineal gland, which can be perceived during meditation. In summary,
Jīngqìshén transformation renders a mental clarity that in its most advanced form is called
Shén. On the most profane level it implies a clarity of thinking and awareness, while at a more
divine level it implies a state of enlightenment where there is direct communication with the
cosmos.
It is relative to our discussion to consider the role of Shén in the development of our
immunity or “warmth body.” The kidney and lung perfuse prenatal and postnatal Qì to the
surface respectively, and together they form the 衛氣 Wèiqì, the energetic exoskeleton of
warmth and light surrounding and protecting us from external insult. Sri Auribindo describes
this as the circumconscious, an envelope of consciousness that protects us from negative
conscious vibrations. From this lens we can agree that the light and warmth of spiritconsciousness equally contributes to the integrity of our immune system in consort with the
more material, postnatal aspects of human physiology.
⾨ Mén symbolizes a gate, and gates perform two functions: opening to let things in and/
or out, and closing to keep things in and/or out. The latter function is emphasized in the
釋名 Shìmíng dictionary when it says “⾨ Mén is equal to 捫 Mén.” The addition of the hand
radical renders an image of closing a door to keep what is inside from escaping. In this sense it
could be argued that Shénmén facilitates both the retention of the source bio-electricity within
the human body as well as its proper transformation via the alchemical pathway of

Jīngqìshén. The same dual function is also applicable to the Mìngmén, which conceals the
heavenly spark of Yáng in the lower burner but also allows the proper amount of prenatal
Jīng to be distributed and ignited by the 氣化 Qìhuà dynamic in the kidneys underlying
Jīngqìshén. Mìng is the more concentrated aspect of the spectrum and thus abides in the
lower burner, while Shén is stretched out like a light or gas to the upper reaches of the body,
and both have their respective gates.
In Chinese literature we find two types of gates: ⼾Hù, a door with one panel on the
inside of a compound (akin to 陽 Yáng), and ⾨ Mén, located on the outside of the palace,
which keeps the emperor in and the populace out yet still allows for information to pass
through (akin to 陰 Yīn). That Mén has been used instead of Hù indicates to us the Yīn-like,
concealing functional qualities of Shénmén (and by extension, Mìngmén).
Noteworthy is the fact that Shénmén is the only acupuncture point on the heart
channel that uses the character 神 Shén, while two other points use the character 靈 Líng
(青靈 Qīnglíng and 靈道 Língdào). 靈 Líng is Shén’s Yīn counterpoint, which is more earthly
or lunar, and implies spirit manifesting itself in physical form. In contrast, Shén is like the
creative solar spirit that does not necessarily materialize and exists on its own without need
for proof in the form of physical manifestation.

1) Location Translation: “Central Capital”
Physical location: At the wrist joint, on the radial side of flexor carpi ulnaris, in the
depression at the proximal border of the pisiform bone.
This translation follows an alternate name for Shénmén,
中都 Zhōngdū, from the 針灸甲⼄經 Zhēnjiǔ Jiǎyǐ Jīng, “The
Systematic Canon of Acupuncture and Moxibustion.” This
alternative point name is relevant to our discussion in that the
central capital is where the emperor would have resided during
their rule, just as the spirit resides in the heart, who is the emperor
within the body.
Location of Shénmén

2) Physiology/Functional Translation: “Listening Portal of Spirit”
The 說⽂解字 Shuōwén Jiězì, “Explanation of Simple Graphs and Characters,” says
“⾨ Mén is equal to 聞 Wén.” The addition of an ear radical symbolizes the act of hearing.
Following the etymological thread we find that Wén is related to 聽 Tīng, which symbolizes
the act of listening, which is more than simply hearing something and involves an action
predicated on what has been heard. We know this because Tīng is related to 德 Dé (as in
道德經 Dàodé Jīng). Virtue is the manifested power achieved when we listen to the voice of
the Dào and act on its behalf.
In the oracle bones, Wén was drawn as a person kneeling and covering their
ears in a state of prayer. This suggests an act of internal listening, not to the
external world but to the voice of Shén, which requires a ritualistic sacrifice of the
ego via prayer, meditation or by physical sacrifice at an alter with incense, candles,
herbs, etc. In this sense, the heart is the primordial sensory organ of listening. This
is perhaps why the ears in ancient times were associated with the heart (before
its association with the tip of the tongue). This is also why music is important
for the heart, as sound enters the ears which are the portal to the spiritual world.

聞 Wén in Oracle Bone Script

The etymological word field of ⾨ Mén, 聞 Wén, 聽 Tīng, and 德 Dé also includes
順 Shùn, a stream on the left and a head on the right. It is a depiction of a head inserted into a
stream, moving with the flow. According to the famous statement of Confucius, at the age of
60 his ears became Shùn, which implies that the ears are able to listen to the inner voice of
spirit by keeping the chatter of the world and the voice of ones own ego at bay. After hearing
comes listening, and listening means following the command. Acting in consort with the
chatter of the world to make a name for ourselves is the modus operandi of our earlier years,
but by the age of 60 we are less inclined to be so outwardly reaching and instead focus our
attention toward spiritual cultivation. Those at this stage may appear as though they are not
listening, but in truth they are more attuned to what is important to them, which is the inner
work born from the physiological wisdom of age.

3) Pathological Translations: “Spirit Restrained/Unfettered” ; “Ego Worship” ;
“Light Gate” ; “Separated Spirit” ; “Leveling the Upsurge”
Since 神 Shén is the product of the stretching and evaporative process of prenatal Jīng
from the Mìngmén, two pathological scenarios can arise:
1) Failure to ascend (“Spirit Restrained”) : In the earth realm of the organ clock we
saw a similar pathology arising from large intestine types who are excessively dense and mired
in the physical and who are stuck in a level of crudeness. The evolution of human beings
occurred becauseour bio- electricity rose from the corporeal life battery to the brain which
caused an expansion. This is the evolutive process that produced a larger brain and greater
potential for intellectual activity. Symptoms of a failure to ascend include a Taìyáng symptoms
such as a stiff neck and aversion to cold, as well as impaired cognitive processes and
incoherent thought. A failure to ascend is an indication that gravity is overriding the levity
forces in the body, and rather than floating in its bath of cerebral spinal fluid the brain sinks
and causes a stiff neck and impeded cognition.
2) Ascending too far (“Spirit Unfettered”) : the Shén becomes destabilized when
prenatal Jīng ascends too quickly or forcefully in the process of Jīngqìshén transformation.
Previously mentions was the oracle bone for Shén which symbolized both an act of stretching
as well as retention. In this case, it is Shén that is being stretched, yet it is an immaterial
substance like light and gas which can become volatile if squeezed upwards without proper
restraint. This is evidenced in 氣功 Qìgōng accidents when people blow neurological fuses
from excessive stimulation of spiritual electricity up pathways that are not yet cultivated.
Symptoms of this condition include restlessness, anxiety, insomnia, palpitations, mental
exhaustion or psychosis.
@ “Ego Worship” : The 事神⾨ Shìshénmén text, “Ritual Business Conducted at the
Spirit Gate,” lists ritual activities and matters of idol worship. In this sense we can consider
potential pathologies such as idol worship or mistaking the voice of ego as the voice of god.
This is often what mental illness is- we think we are following divine command but in fact we
are doing the complete opposite. Stimulating Shénmén supports the function of keeping the
spirit gate shut by stimulating the earth to contain fire. This in turn will support symptoms
such as difficulty sleeping and anxiety, and can help the individual stay centered and
grounded.

@ “Light Gate” : Shénmén is an access portal to a realm beyond the muscles and bones
and into emotional mental activity. Needling this point makes the demons (⿁ Guǐ) disappear
and the light enter. People will often cry or have emotional release when this point is needled.
There is a taboo that if there is a heart problem, we avoid treating the heart directly and
instead through the lung, stomach, pericardium, gallbladder, etc. Very often triple warmer
and pericardium points are used, but Shénmén because The spirit needs to be calm and at
peace. The last thing we want to do is rile up the Shén. In this case we want to awaken the
point for the purpose of expelling shadow and concealing spirit.
@“ Spirit Separation” : The 5 bitters or 5 sources of suffering are also called the 5
corpses- The heart gate ( ⼼⾨ Xīnmén), sprit gate (Shénmén), gate of physical form
(形⾨ Xíngmén), essence gate (精⾨ Jīngmén), and soul gate (魂⾨ Húnmén). These are
Daoist concepts. “Sex addiction or attachment to color (aphorism for sex) burns out the heart
gate, while love (愛 Ài) burns out the Shénmén.” The pathological expression of love is of
living in a state of separation caused by ones own predilections and attachments. People in
this state will say “I love this and hate that” and spend their life insulating themselves with
comforts and avoid what they hate, rather than taking whatever comes, be it disease, poverty,
loss, or death. In summary, love and hate living in separation burns out the Shénmén.
@ “Leveling the Upsurge” : Another alternative name for Shénmén is 兌衝 Duìchōng.
Chong implies a rushing that occurs when two currents meet each other. This name can shed
light on the pathology of this point: when the spirit is welling up and charging forth, which
may be accompanied by high blood pressure, anxiety, insomnia, heart palpitations, chest pain
or headaches. Duì is the trigram for marsh which symbolizes level, calm waters. Thus Duì and
Chōng are opposites.

Trigram for 兌 Duì
(marsh)

4) Qualitative Translations: “Terrestrial Portal”
As an Earth Point: before the Neìjīng and other schools of thought assigned the heart
as a fire organ, the Shuōwén Jiězì defines the heart as ⼼⼈⼼也 Xīnrén xīnyě - the heart is the
human heart. This indicates to us that we are not discussing a physical pump but the heart of
divinity, of a quality of consciousness which is present in the human being (the term for heart
and spirit in the classics often refer to humanity). The Shuōwén continues , ⼟藏也 Tǔzàng yě
- the heart is an earth organ. This is not a contradiction with the hearts later associations with fire
but instead indicates that the heart is both earth and fire. When we say the heart is pure fire,
we are referring to the Shén that abides within, to its non-material reality, and of being in a
state of appreciation and gratitude for the mystery of life. Yet in order to accomplish this
appreciation we must have an earthen vessel.
The ancient perception of the heart as an earth organ implies that earth is a container:
a vessel is needed in order to contain the immaterial. This is echoed in Dàodé Jīng 11 where
it says, “a pot is fashioned from clay, but it is the hollowness within that makes it functional.”
Clay, a form of earth, is considered a substance that can be molded and imprinted upon.
Therefore, earth implies an impression from the immaterial vibrational sphere onto the
material. When it comes to transmission and the safe containment of fire, earth is ineluctable.
As a Shu-Stream Point and Source Point: 輸 Shù- stream points are generally
located around the wrists and ankles and mark a place where channel Qì begins to pour like a
stream and where there are many small blood vessels where blood and Qì are in constant
turnover. Wangju Yi remarks in his book, “Applied Channel Theory in Chinese Medicine,”
that the type of active Qì circulation at the Shù-stream points marks the beginning of a brisk
interaction between Qì and blood, and that it is at the stream points where source Qì (原氣
Yuánqì) begins to strengthen the flow in the channels. That Shénmén is designated as a Shùstream and Yuán source point indicates an amplified potential to access the spirit through the
ample source of blood and Qì.

5) Historical/Mythological Translation: “Central Alter to the Ancestors”
The ancestral alter was located in the innermost chambers of the imperial palace. This
palace was located in the center of the imperial city, and the city was located in the center of
the empire; thrice times within leads to the center. Therefore Shénmén is like a doorway to the
center of the heart where spirit and our most sacred essence abides. Only high priests are
allowed to enter and perform to do rituals here, when in an emotional sense it is only people
who are most trusted are allowed to see what is treasured within the heart, and even then
there is a deeper essence that only we can truly know). A central practice of Japanese Shinto
is 神道 Shéndào- “the path of the spirit,” which is a form of ancestral worship not unlike the
Confucian practice of filial piety (孝道 Xiàodào). In these practices, alters are adorned with
images and wooden puppets representing the family’s ancestors. In this sense, Shénmén is like
the central gate to the central chamber of the ancestral temple positioned at the core of heart.
Therefore, to needle Shénmén is is to make an appearance before the ancestor of the ancestors
without overly exciting the individuals Qì.

